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Geometric Pattern Matching 

 Many problems in various fields of Scientific 

Research involve tasks of Geometric Pattern 

Recognition or Discovery . 

 For example : 

 Object Recognition in Computer Vision. 

 Target Recognition for Military Applications. 

 Medical Image Alignment. 

 Detection of star constellations in Astronomy. 

 Alignment of Protein Structures. 

 Visual web search.  
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Detection of partially Occluded 

Objects in Cluttered Scenes 
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Recognition under occlusion 
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Object Recognition in Computer 

Vision 
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Object Recognition in Computer Vision 

 Model Database: 
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Object Recognition in Computer Vision 

 Scene: 
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Object Recognition in Computer Vision 

 Recognition: 

Lamdan, Schwartz, Wolfson, “Geometric Hashing”,1988 Intro to CS ; Wolfson-Yehudai 
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Making the Sky Searchable:  

Fast Geometric Hashing for 

Automated Astrometry 

Sam Roweis, Dustin Lang & Keir Mierle 

University of Toronto 

 

David Hogg & Michael Blanton 

New York University 
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I show you a picture of the night sky. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 You tell me where on the sky it  came from. 

Basic Problem 
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Rules of the game 

 We start with a catalogue of stars in the sky, 

and from it build an index which is used to 

assist us in locating (‘solving’) new test images. 

? 
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Rules of the game 

•We can spend as 
much time as we 
want building the 
index but solving 
should be fast.  

•Challenges: 
1) The sky is big. 
2) Both catalogues  
and pictures are 
noisy. 

We start with a catalogue of stars in the sky, 

and from it build an index which is used to 

assist us in locating (‘solving’) new test images. 
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 Bad news: 

Query images may contain some 

extra stars that are not in your 

index catalogue, and some 

catalogue stars may be missing 

from the image. 

Distractors and Dropouts 

•These “distractors” & “dropouts” mean 

that naïve matching techniques will not 

work. 
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You try 

Find this “field” on this “sky”. 
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You try 

Find this “field” on this “sky”. 

Hint #1: Missing stars. 
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You try 

Find this “field” on this “sky”. 

Hint #1: Missing stars. 

Hint #2: Extra stars. 
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You try 

Find this “field” on this “sky”. 



Protein Structure 
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Protein Structural Alignment 

 Input: 
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Protein Structural Alignment 

 Output: 
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Object Recognition in Computer Vision 

 Recognition: 

Lamdan, Schwartz, Wolfson, “Geometric Hashing”,1988 Intro to CS ; Wolfson-Yehudai 



Ca constellations - before Superimposed constellations 

Sequence-Order Independent 

Alignment 
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Sequence-Order Independent 

Alignment 

Ca constellations - before Superimposed constellations Intro to CS ; Wolfson-Yehudai 



Why Structural Alignment? 

 Why bother with structures when we have 

sequences ? 

? 
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Sequence vs. Structure Alignment 

Human Myoglobin 

pdb:2mm1 

Human Hemoglobin 

alpha-chain  

pdb:1jebA 

Sequence id: 27% 

Structural id: 90% 

Another example: 

G-Proteins: 1c1y:A, 1kk1:A6-200 

 

Sequence id: 18% 

Structural id:  72% 
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Relevant Transformations 

 Rigid Motion (Euclidian Transformation) 

Translation and Rotation  

 

 Similarity Transformation  

   Translation, Rotation , (uniform) Scaling 

 

 Affine Transformation 

   Translation, Rotation, Shear 

'x Rx t 

)(' txRsx
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0det;'  AtxAx




Rigid Transformations 

1. Rotation and translation 

2. Composing transformations 

3. Reversing transformations 
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Rigid-Body Transformations 

x 

z 

y 

b 

T 

T(a) 

a 

T(b) 

c 

T(c) 

Rigid transformation – preserves angles and distances. 

dist(a,b) = dist(T(a),T(b))         

angle(ab,ac)=angle(T(ab),T(ac) 

Affine transformations –  

can be written in the form: 
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2-D Case 

x 

y 
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2-D Case 

x 

y 
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2-D Case 

x 

y 
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2-D Case 

x 

y 
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2-D Case 

x 

y 
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2-D Case 

x 

y 

tx 

ty 

q 

i1   j1 
i2     j2 

Rotation matrix: 

i j 
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2-D Case 

x 

y 

tx 

ty 

q 

cos q  -sin q 
sin q    cos q 

Rotation matrix: 

i j 
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2-D Case 

x 

y 

tx 

ty 

q 

a 

b 

a 
b 

v 

a’ 
b’ = 

q 

a 

a 

a’ 

b’ 

i1   j1 
i2     j2 

Rotation matrix: 

i j 
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Overall Transformation 

 

           i1   j1    x      tx 
           i2   j2    y      ty 
 

            
  

x 

y 

tx 

ty 

q 

x’ 

y’ 

y 

x 

 T = (t,R) 

 T(x) = t + Rx 

+ 
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Homogeneous Coordinate 
Matrix 

            i1   j1   tx 
           i2   j2   ty 

           0 0 1 

 

x’          cos q   -sin q   tx         x             tx + x cos q – y sin q 

y’     =    sin q    cos q   ty         y      =      ty + x sin q + y cos q            
1            0          0     1          1              1 

x 

y 

tx 

ty 

q 

x’ 

y’ 

y 

x 

 T = (t,R) 

 T(x) = t + Rx 
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3-D Case 

q1 

q2 

? 
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Homogeneous Coordinate  
Matrix in 3-D 

 

             i1   j1   k1  tx 
           i2   j2   k2 ty 
           i3   j3   k3 tz 
 

  0 0 0 1 
 
 with:  

 i12 + i22 + i32  = 1 
 i1j1 + i2j2 + i3j3 = 0 
 det(R) = +1 
 R-1 = RT 

x 

z 

y x 
y 

z j 
i 

k 

R 
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Example 

x 

z 

y 

q 

 cos q 0 sin q  tx  
 0 1 0 ty  
 -sin q 0 cos q tz  
 0 0 0 1  

/273http://www.stanford.edu/class/cs 
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Rotation Matrix 

R(k,q) = 

kxkxvq+ cq   kxkyvq- kzsq   kxkzvq+ kysq 

kxkyvq+ kzsq  kykyvq+ cq   kykzvq- kxsq 

kxkzvq- kysq   kykzvq+ kxsq  kzkzvq+ cq 
 

where: 

 k = (kx ky kz)T 

 sq = sinq 

 cq = cosq 

 vq = 1-cosq 

k 

q 

/273http://www.stanford.edu/class/cs 
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Rotation Matrices 

 They are square, 2x2 or 3x3 (higher dimensions 
in principle) 
 

 The product of any two rotation matrices is a 
rotation matrix. 
 

 The inverse equals the transpose, R-1 = RT 
 

 Every row/column is a unit vector. 
 

 Any two rows/columns are orthogonal vectors. 
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Reversing the Rotation 
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Composition of transformations 

Example: Rotate an object around an arbitrary 

point. 
1. Translate P so that the axis is at the origin 

2. Rotate the object 

3. Translate the object so that P returns to its position 

PyxTRyxTP  ),()(),(' 1111 q
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Composing Transformations 

x 

z 

y 

T1 T2 

Mol1 

Mol0 

Mol2 

T1T2
-1 



Geometric Pattern Discovery 

Problem Statement 
 Given: two configurations of points in 3D space: 

A={a1,a2,…,an}, B={b1,b2,…,bm} 
 
 

 

 

 

 Find:  
 the rigid transformations from A to B that 

(approximately) superimpose large enough subsets 
of corresponding points 

 a correspondence list {(ak1,bt1) (ak2,bt2)…(akN,btN)} 
for each such transformation (matching list) 

 

T 
(ak1,bt1) 

(ak2,bt2) 

… 

 (akN,btN) 

A B 
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Problem Attributes 

 Structure alignment = pattern discovery 

 The superimposed pattern is unknown 

 Looking for similar patterns rather than 

identical ones 

 Measure structural resemblance 

 We aim to find not necessarily the largest 

correspondence list 

 Other alignments may have biological meaning 
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Computational Aspects 

 Structure representation 

 atoms, secondary structure elements, surface … 

 Transformations 

 translation, rotation, scaling 

 Measuring structure resemblance 

 Inexact matching 

 distance function 

 Scoring function 

 Computational tasks and methods 
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Protein Structure Representation 

 Representation by discrete critical features: 

 Backbone atomic centers (usually Cα atoms) 

 Cα  Cβ  vectors 

 Secondary structure elements 

 Molecular Surface 

 Physico-chemical properties 
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Protein Structure Representation 

Backbone Cα atomic centers Secondary Structure Elements 
Intro to CS ; Wolfson-Yehudai 



Molecular Alignment and 

Distance Measures 

1. Finding optimal transformations for 

a given correspondence.  

2. Finding optimal correspondence for 

a given transformation.  
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Protein Structure Resemblance 

 Simple Case: Assume that we know the 

correspondence between two points sets. Find a 

rigid transformation that provides an optimal 

alignment.  

A B 

transformation T 

Inexact matching 

Question: how to measure 

an alignment error? 

T(A) 
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Distance Functions 

 Two corresponding sets: 

 

 

 Their distance can be measured by: 

 Bottleneck matching metric 

 

 

 RMSD (Root Mean Square Distance) metric 

k

ii

k

ii bBaA
11 }'{'}'{'

 

||)''(||max ii
i

ba 

k

ba ii  2||''||
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Computational Task 

 Given: two configurations of points in 3D space: 
A={a1,a2,…,an}, B={b1,b2,…,bm} 
 
 

 

 

 

 Find:  
 the rigid transformations from A to B that 

(approximately) superimpose large enough subsets 
of corresponding points 

 a correspondence list {(ak1,bt1) (ak2,bt2)…(akN,btN)} 
for each such transformation (matching list) 

 

T 
(ak1,bt1) 

(ak2,bt2) 

… 

 (akN,btN) 

A B 
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The Main Computational Tasks 

 The correspondence (matching) task 

 difficult 

 The best transformation task 

 An analytical solution for the RMSD metric  

 

 Correspondence 

Transformation Intro to CS ; Wolfson-Yehudai 



Transformation  Correspondence 

 Given a transformation between two sets of points, 

one can compute the largest or highest scoring 

correspondence list 

 How? 

 Time complexity? 

 Correspondence 

Transformation Intro to CS ; Wolfson-Yehudai 



Transformation 

 

 

Correspondence  

Given the correspondence find an 

optimal transformation 
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Correspondence  Transformation 
 Given a correspondence list of points, one can 

compute the transformation that superimposes 

the corresponding points with minimal RMSD 

 By least-squares fit 

 In linear time 

 

Correspondence 

Transformation Intro to CS ; Wolfson-Yehudai 



RMSD 

RMSD is an average atomic displacement 

between of a pair of structures (X and Y). 

  

The RMSD is the square root of the average 

of the squared distances between 

corresponding atoms of x and y.  
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Several algorithms have been developed 

for the detection best  RMSD  3-D rigid  

alignment both in Molecular Biology 

 (Kabsch), 

Computer Vision (Schwartz and Sharir, 

Horn, Arun et al., Umeyama , Faugeras  et al.). 

 

The problem is related to the well known 

Procrustees problems in statistics 

and involves eigenvalue analysis of a  

correlation matrix of the points. 
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Structural Alignment – 

Approximation Algorithms 

 

 

1. Pose Clustering 

 

2. Geometric Hashing 
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Object Recognition in Computer Vision 

 Model Database: 
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Object Recognition in Computer Vision 

 Scene: 
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Object Recognition in Computer Vision 

 Recognition: 

Lamdan, Schwartz, Wolfson, “Geometric Hashing”,1988 Intro to CS ; Wolfson-Yehudai 



The Main Computational Tasks 

 

 

 
Correspondence 

Initial Transformation 

How do we find them both? 
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Approximation Algorithm  

by Triangle Matching – 

Pose Clustering 
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Approximation Algorithm  

by Triangle Matching 

The main idea: 

 

1.  Generate 3D transformations via triangle 

matching  

 

2.   For each transformation compute the 

maximal matching (apply bipartite matching) 
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Solving the Transformation Problem 

 Searching a local match in an a-priori unknown 

site 

 Exploiting the fact that the structures are rigid 

 Triangle matching: A pair of ordered triplets of 

points that determine (fat enough) congruent 

triangles uniquely defines a 3D rigid 

transformation 

 

A
 

B
 

C
 

a 

b 

c 

3D transformation 

A
 

B
 

C
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Geometry in 3D Space 

 An ordered triplet of non-degenerate points 

can uniquely define a 3D reference frame 

p1 

p2 

p3 
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Geometry in 3D Space 
 

 A correspondence between a pair of 3 points is 

necessary to compute a 3D transformation 

 

 

 

 

A
 

B
 

C
 

a 

b 

c 

3D transformation 

A
 

B
 

C
 

The lengths of the triangle sides 

are rigid motion invariant 
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Triangle Matching 

 For each pair of triplets (one from each protein) 

that define ‘almost’ congruent triangles: 

 compute the superimposing rigid transformation 

 apply the transformation and count the number 

of almost superimposed pairs of points 
 

A B 

T 
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Triangle Matching - summary 

1: procedure ALIGNMENT(P,Q): 

2:     for each triplet (q1, q2, q3) of Q do 

3:         for each triplet (p1, p2, p3) of P do 

4:             if (q1, q2, q3) is almost congruent to (p1, p2, p3) 

5:                  compute the rigid transformation T  

        that matches the reference frames of the triplets; 

6:                  score = size of bipartiteMatching(P,  T(Q)) ; 

7:             end if 

8:             keep the maximum score and its associated transformation; 

9:        end for 

10:   end for 

11:   Return the maximum score transformation. 

12: end procedure 

 

Can we 

do 

better? 
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Triangle Matching – Speedup based on 

Associative Memory idea 

 For efficiency, remember salient properties of 

objects, which are transformation invariant.  Store 

then in a lookup-table 

 Preprocessing: Store all atom triplets of molecule P in 

a hash table 

- Hash key = lengths of triangle sides 

- Hash data = triangle points 

 

 

 3D Hash 

store 
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The Lookup Table 

 3D grid 

 Each cell (a, b, c) contains triangles  
for which the length of the sides are (x, y, z) such 
as:  

◦a*ε ≤ x < (a+1)*ε  

◦b*ε ≤ y < (b+1)*ε 

◦c*ε ≤ z < (c+1)*ε  
 

Reminder: 
we are looking for  

congruent  almost 
triangles 
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 Query with the atom triplets of molecule Q 

 

 
 

3D Hash 

query 

Molecule Q 

Molecule P 

transformations between 

almost congruent triplets 

T 
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Triangle Matching - summary 

1: procedure ALIGNMENT(P,Q): 

2:     for each triplet (q1, q2, q3) of Q do 

3:         for each triplet (p1, p2, p3) of P do 

4:             if (q1, q2, q3) is almost congruent to (p1, p2, p3) 

5:                  compute the rigid transformation T  

        that matches the reference frames of the triplets; 

6:                  score = size of bipartiteMatching(P,  T(Q)) ; 

7:             end if 

8:             keep the maximum score and its associated transformation; 

9:        end for 

10:   end for 

11:   Return the maximum score transformation. 

12: end procedure 
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Triangle Matching 2 - summary 

1: procedure ALIGNMENT2 (P,Q): 

2:     for each triplet (p1, p2, p3) of P do 

3:          store the triplet in a lookup-table; 

4:     for each triplet (q1, q2, q3) of Q do 

5:          find almost congruent triplets in the lookup-table; 

6:          for each such triplet (p1,p2,p3) do  

7:               compute the rigid transformation T  

     that matches the reference frames of the triplets; 

8:               score = size of bipartiteMatching(P,  T(Q)) ; 

9:          end for 

10:        keep the maximum score and its associated transformation; 

11:   end for 

12:   Return the maximum score transformation. 

13: end procedure 

 

Preprocessing 
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Geometric Hashing Algorithm 

for structural alignment 
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Lamdan, Wolfson, 

“Geometric Hashing”,1988 

Geometric 

Hashing Flow: 

Intro to CS ; Wolfson-Yehudai 

Motivation : 

Based on Associative Memory Idea.  

Remember (geometric) color of 

points on objects. 

Geometric color of a point = 

coordinates. 

:  a point coordinates  Problem

depends on the reference 

frame(basis). 

Solution :  Try all reference frames. 

Eventually match of reference 

frames (bases) defines the 

transformation. 



Geometry in 3D Space 

 An ordered triplet of non-degenerate points can 

uniquely define a 3D reference frame. 

(note that each reference frame has a rotation and 

translation  (shape) invariant – the triangle side 

lengths) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Given a point p=(x,y,z) we can calculate its relative 

coordinates (x’,y’,z’) in this reference frame. 

p1 

p2 

p3 
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Geometric Hashing – Preprocessing 

1:  for each triplet (p1, p2, p3) in object P: 

2:   define a reference frame /basis; 

3:   compute the coordinates of all the other   

  points in this reference frame; 

4:    use each coordinate as an address to a   

  lookup table and store in that entry the   

  record (ref. frame/basis, shape invariant, point); 

5:  end for 

p1 

p2 

p3 
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The Lookup Table 

 3D grid 

 Each cell (a, b, c) contains points (atoms)  

with coordinates (x, y, z) such as:  

 a*ε ≤ x < (a+1)*ε 

 b*ε ≤ y < (b+1)*ε 

 c*ε ≤ z < (c+1)*ε 

 Each record contains: 

 ref. frame/basis 

 shape invariant 

point 
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Geometric Hashing – Recognition 

For the query protein Q: 
1: for each triplet (q1, q2, q3): 

2:  define a reference frame; 

3:  compute the coordinates of all the other points in this 

 reference frame;  

4:  use each coordinate to access the lookup table to retrieve 

all  the records in that entry; 

5:  for records with matching shape invariant “vote” for its

 reference frame; 

6:  for the reference frames with high number of votes,  

  save the  associated transformation  

7: end for 

q1 

q2 

q3 
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Geometric Hashing – Complexity 

 Let: 

 n = # points (atoms) in a structure 

 R =  # reference frames (triplets) 

 s = the size of a lookup table entry 

 Time Complexity: 

 Preprocessing:  O(R x n) 

 Recognition:  O(R x n x s) 

 Total:  O(R x n x s) 
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Geometric Hashing – Complexity 

 Complexity: O(R x n x s)  

 

 Typically, R = n, n2, or n3 

 

 The size of a lookup table entry (s) can be 

kept low by not processing “fat” entries 

 These entries are known in advance after the  

preprocessing 
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Geometric Hashing:  

Query Object vs. Database 

 Given a query object Q and a database of 

objects {P1, P2, …, Pk) 

 Find all the objects in the database that are 

structurally similar to the query object 

 How can we adopt the geometric hashing 

algorithm? 
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Geometric Hashing for DB 

 Preprocessing 

1: for each protein P in the database:  

2:  for each triplet (p1, p2, p3): 

3:   define a reference frame; 

4:   compute the coordinates of all the other   

  points in this reference frame; 

5:    use each coordinate as an address to a   

  lookup table and store in that entry the   

  record (object, ref. frame, shape invariant, point); 

6:  end for 

7: end for 

p1 

p2 

p3 
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Geometric Hashing for DB 

Recognition 

For the query protein Q: 
1: for each triplet (q1, q2, q3): 

2:  define a reference frame; 

3:  compute the coordinates of all the other points in this 

 reference frame;  

4:  use each coordinate to access the lookup table to retrieve 

all  the records in that entry; 

5:  for records with matching shape invariant “vote” for the 

 (object, reference frame); 

6:  for the records (object, reference frame) with high number 

 of votes, save the object and  

  the associated transformation  

7: end for 

q1 

q2 

q3 
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Geometric Hashing vs Database of 

Objects– Complexity 

 Let: 

 N = # structures (proteins) 

 n = # points (atoms) in a structure 

 R =  # reference frames (triplets) 

 s = the size of a lookup table entry 

 Time Complexity: 

 Preprocessing:  O(N x R x n) 

 Recognition:  O(R x n x s) 
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Geometric Hashing -Speedup 

 Define local neighborhoods of object points. 

Note that for a choice of a basis we do not want to take 

neither  too close points (numerical error problems) 

not too far points (objects are localized in space). 

 Use Geometric Hashing to detect seed matches  

 Each seed match is defined by a transformation and a 

match-list 

 Cluster the seed matches and merge their match-lists 

 Extend the seed matches and detect best RMSD 

transformations. 

 Iterate last step. 
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Geometric Hashing - Summary 

 Associative memory 
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